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QPP
Nothing to Disclose

P4P = QPP
If you can't describe what you're doing as a process, you don't know what you're doing.
- W. Edwards Deming

QPP
- Standards to Participate
- Levels of Participation
- 271 Quality Measures
- Unnecessarily Complicated

QPP
Quality is: the Cost of Value

QPP
JUSTICE in Medicine
To each according to what they need.
QPP
RIGHTS
Rights of Patients
Rights of Physicians

QPP
Cost of medical care has become the problem.
Readmissions = $27 BILLION

QPP
- 33,332 AAA
- 8.2% readmit Rate
- Average cost $7,757
- Many unrelated to Procedure
- Causes unidentifiable at discharge
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QPP
- Neglect complexity of care
- Deselection
- “Play to measures”
- Need Patient Centered Focus
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QPP
QPP Ethical Considerations
- Cost must remain secondary
- To each according to need
- Fiduciary focus on Patients
- Administrative changes not distractive to care delivery.

QPP
FINDINGS
- 34 P4P Programs
- 14 Countries
- “Have not yet lived up to expectations”
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Thanks Much